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Over the past three decades, object recognition moved away from

domain-general questions, favoring investigation of putative category-specific

mechanisms. But growing interest in individual di�erences in object

recognition is putting the spotlight back on domain-general mechanisms,

supporting their existence rather than simply assuming them. We reflect

on the relative progress in three areas of visual cognition—visual object

recognition, ensemble perception, and holistic processing. The study of visual

object recognition abilities, based on latent variable modeling, provides strong

evidence for domain-general mechanisms with neural correlates in visual

areas and contributions to many real-world visual problems. The study of

ensemble perception includes evidence for interesting individual di�erences

but the structure of abilities is unclear, with a need formultivariate investigation.

The study of individual di�erences in holistic processing has been unable to

establish the construct validity of its measures. Each of these areas is at a

di�erent stage of understanding relevant underlying abilities, each one helping

to illustrate di�erent challenges that may be unfamiliar to experimentalists.

KEYWORDS

individual di�erences, visual abilities, multivariate approaches, object recognition,
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A pendulum swing on domain-generality

How did early debates in human visual cognition influence research on individual

differences in high-level vision? Two topics were particularly important: how to deal

with the problem of invariance (Lowe, 1987) and what to make of category-specific

effects (Sergent et al., 1992). The invariance debate contrasted one view in which object

representations abstract away from viewpoint-induced variability (Biederman, 1987) to

another in which object representations preserve information from experienced views

(Bülthoff et al., 1995). Non-human physiology had paved the way for these debates (e.g.,

Gross et al., 1969; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999) and as neural evidence supported both

models (Tanaka, 1996), increased access to brain imaging spurred a new focus about the

meaning of category-specific neural responses (Kanwisher et al., 1997) and by extension,

of category-specific behavioral effects (Tanaka and Farah, 1993; Farah et al., 1995).
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Slowly, emphasis shifted from domain-general to domain-

specific mechanisms. Marr’s foundational work (Marr and

Nishihara, 1978), concerned the common act of recognizing

objects at their basic-level, as cats or as chairs (Rosch et al.,

1976; Biederman, 1987). Even when novel objects were used to

study subordinate-level recognition (Tarr et al., 1998), the point

was never to understand how people recognize strange-looking

objects. Novel objects can stand for any object that could become

familiar and can inform general object recognition functions.

As the study of category-specificity encouraged specialization

into sub-fields along category lines (e.g., faces, words, scenes),

face recognition became a darling of cognitive neuroscience,

in part due to domain-specific claims of its mechanisms

(Kanwisher, 2000). Along the way, behavioral research in

object recognition all but appeared to abandon questions about

domain-general mechanisms.

A growing focus on individual differences in vision (e.g.,

Duchaine and Nakayama, 2006; Wilmer, 2008; McGugin

et al., 2012; Richler et al., 2019; Meyer et al., 2021) is

swinging the pendulum back to domain-general questions.

A Web of Science search for articles with keywords of

“individual differences/ability” and “face/object”, in psychology

or neuroscience, shows<50 publications/year between 1990 and

1994, and more than 500 publications/year in the years 2017 to

2021. We review recent work that uses psychometrically-sound

measurements of object recognition skills and confirmatory

factor analysis to characterize domain-general abilities (that

generalize over tasks and categories). We then turn to the area of

ensemble perception, where good measurement is achieved but

the lack of multivariate studies limits knowledge about domain-

general abilities. Finally, we discuss why holistic processing has

not benefited from multivariate approaches, as it deals with

serious challenges with measurement and construct validation.

O: Pairwise correlations can
underestimate domain-general
e�ects

Initially, perceptual expertise seemed to pertain to rare

individuals (Diamond and Carey, 1986), but later studies

revealed high variability in the general population. Capturing

a continuum of performance seemed more appropriate than

dichotomizing expertise (Barton et al., 2009; Van Gulick et al.,

2016). Behavioral hallmarks of expertise arise rapidly in training

studies (Gauthier and Tarr, 1997; Wong et al., 2009; Chua et al.,

2014; Chua and Gauthier, 2020b), and perceptual expertise may

represent the high-end of the normal curve for the general

population. But to ask whether a general ability transcends

categories despite large effects of experience, it is critical to

sample a broad range of categories.

Good psychometric measures for the recognition of many

object categories moved the field ahead. Back when reliable tests

existed only for faces and cars, it was challenging to interpret

a correlation of r = 0.37 between face and car memory tests

(Dennett et al., 2012). It was unclear if cars could stand for

all objects (they cannot, see Cepulić et al., 2018; Sunday et al.,

2019), and what kind of correlation to expect between different

object categories. To address this, new tests were created (e.g.,

for cars, planes, birds, leaves, shoes. . . McGugin et al., 2012;

Van Gulick et al., 2016). Pairwise correlation between any two

non-face categories (r = 0.34, or 12% shared variance) was no

larger than the observed correlation between faces and cars. In

addition, because all these tests had the same format (learn, then

recognize 6 target items in a series of trials), some of the shared

variance was possibly attributable to task requirements.

Interpretation is challenging when dissociations are between

pairs of tests rather than between latent variables that use

several tasks to target constructs (Russell et al., 1998). Thus, we

turned to a latent-variable approach (Bollen and Hoyle, 2012)

which had already been used to study the structure of face

perception (Wilhelm et al., 2010; Kaltwasser et al., 2014; Rostami

et al., 2017) and tested 246 subjects with 3 different tests that

differed in various requirements (e.g., memory vs. perceptual

task, attention to wholes vs. parts, Richler et al., 2019). Five novel

object categories were used to avoid confounds from experience.

They varied on perceptual dimensions known to recruit different

parts of the visual system (e.g., animacy or symmetry). We

used confirmatory factor analysis (or CFA, a special case of

structural equation modeling, or SEM) to create a latent variable

for each category. For instance, the ability to recognize curvy

animate symmetrical “greeble” objects was measured through

three different tasks that used greebles. We found support for an

overarching ability accounting for 89% of the variance in these

five lower-order category factors (Figure 1). This high-order

factor represents a domain-general object recognition ability,

which we called “o”. We found that o dissociates from general

intelligence (Richler et al., 2017, 2019).

This 89% domain-general variance may seem

incommensurable with the approximately 12% shared

variance across categories based on pairwise correlations. The

high amount of variance accounted by o, or for that matter

a nearly perfect correlation between abilities for novel and

familiar objects, only make sense once we remember that

the interpretation lies at the level of latent variables. In the

same study where o accounted for 89% of the variance in

performance within a category, the bivariate correlations

between specific tests, especially pairs with different tasks

and different categories, are themselves in the range of r =

0.3 to.4. CFA allows us to quantify relations after excluding

aspects of performance that are not due to the substantive

constructs of interest (e.g., task differences or random error).

The magnitude of correlations between constructs can be

underestimated by other approaches (Little et al., 1999). Even

when correlations in CFA are modest, we can have more

confidence in interpreting the meaning of the unshared variance
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FIGURE 1

Hierarchical model for OR and experimental procedures for the indicators. In the model shown in the top, a circle with “o” represents a latent

variable for the domain-general OR ability, circles with novel object images represent OR ability for specific categories, and empty circles

represent measurement errors. Squares represent indicators (behavioral tests), which are exemplified in the middle and the bottom. This

hierarchical model suggests that, when measurement errors are accounted for and latent variables for OR abilities for specific object categories

are inferred, large portion of the variance in OR abilities is explained with “o.” In the middle left is an example of a single trial of the matching

task. Participants judged whether the two images showed the same exemplar, regardless of the viewpoints. In the middle right is an example of a

single trial of the composite task. Participants judged whether the cued parts (top or bottom, top part cued with a dashed line in this example)

were the same between the two images, regardless of the non-cued part (bottom in this example). In the bottom is an example of the study

phase and two trials of the test phase of the learning exemplars task. Participants first studied 6 exemplars, and then judged which one of the 3

images was the studied exemplar, regardless of the viewpoints.

in terms of domain-specific effects at the level of constructs,

rather than measures.

We have used o to predict learning on a lung nodule

detection task, over and above experience in that field and g

(Sunday et al., 2018; see also Trueblood et al., 2018; Carrigan

et al., 2020). For reading musical notation, o and g contributed

differently to performance in experts vs. novices (Chang and

Gauthier, 2021b), suggesting there can be a shift between

domain-general and domain-specific abilities during learning.

Recently, o predicted performance in food recognition tasks

(Gauthier and Fiestan, 2022), and being able to control for o was

critical in revealing a food-specific recognition ability. The work

of exploring o’s boundaries and underlying mechanisms has just

begun. Intriguingly, o correlates with performance on a haptic

object recognition task, suggesting common mechanisms across

modalities (Chow et al., 2021).

Like g, o is a statistical concept that begs the question of

underlying mechanisms (Chabris, 2007). A recent fMRI study

measured associations between a psychometrically-sensitive

measure of o and a neurometrically-sensitive measure of

visual sensitivity to shape (McGugin et al., 2022). Neural

selectivity to shape was associated with o in several regions

of the ventral pathway, and in parietal and premotor cortex.

Multivariate analyses suggested a common mechanism behind

the distributed effects in ventral cortex. Interestingly, the pattern

of visual areas predicted by o resembles that recruited by

“minimal recognizable configurations” (Holzinger et al., 2019),

or critical features proposed to be atoms of object recognition
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(Ullman et al., 2002, 2016). Computational models of vision

that can account for both the learning of such features and

individual differences in object recognition may result in better

explanations of human vision (Shen and Palmeri, 2016; Ben-

Yosef et al., 2018; Annis et al., 2021).

EP: Multivariate work is necessary to
propose a domain-general construct

Ensemble Perception (EP) is the ability that supports

performance on judgments regarding the statistical summaries

of a feature for a group of objects. You use EP when trying

to choose the box of assorted chocolates that best suits your

preferences or decide whether your audience is more offended

or amused by a joke. EP is studied with a wide range of tasks and

stimuli, including judgments for different statistics (e.g., mean,

variance, range, numerosity) for simple visual features (e.g., size,

orientation, color/hue, luminance/contrast, motion direction)

(Brady and Alvarez, 2011; Haberman et al., 2015) or more

complex features like face identity or expression (Haberman and

Whitney, 2009). Some tasks show objects simultaneously, either

briefly (Chong and Treisman, 2003) or not (Whiting and Oriet,

2011), while others present them sequentially (Haberman et al.,

2009).

Despite all this work, it is unknown how many distinct

abilities support EP judgments. Most individual differences

studies of EP correlate only pairs of tasks, limiting interpretation.

A second limitation is that such pairs of tasks usually only

differ on a single dimension (e.g., mean length vs. mean

orientation, mean orientation vs. orientation variance). This

limits knowledge about a possible overarching domain-general

EP ability.

One seminal paper (Haberman et al., 2015) found

correlations around 0.4–0.6 between pairs of EP tasks for

low-level features (average color and orientation) and for

higher-level features (average face expression and identity), but

lower correlations (0.1–0.3) across levels, and proposed two

distinct EP abilities. These studies were strong due to their large

sample size, but results based on bivariate correlations can be

difficult to interpret. The authors required correlations between

two EP tasks to exceed a small “floor” correlation (r = 0.21)

between one EP task and a letter span task not expected to share

any variance with EP. In one case, the correlation between color

and face identity averaging tasks was 0.29, p = 0.003, significant

but not different from the floor correlation. This logic assumes

that the two EP tasks share variance due to the same influence

that explains the overlap of one EP task and the letter span task.

Unfortunately, this may not be a safe assumption. A stronger

approach is to partial out unwanted sources of variance using

regression (Chang and Gauthier, 2020; Gauthier, 2020).

Although much has been made of evidence that EP

judgments can be made under conditions where single-item

recognition fails (Haberman and Whitney, 2011), the two kinds

of judgments are often correlated. Within the domains of

high-level or low-level tasks, respectively, performance on EP

judgments correlate with individual item judgments within the

same category (Haberman et al., 2015). However, the only high-

level category was faces. To address this shortcoming, we used

regression to control for individual recognition of objects from

2 categories (i.e., cars and birds) as we estimated the partial

correlation between average judgments of identity for arrays

in each category (Chang and Gauthier, 2021a). We found a

correlation between the Bird and Car EP tasks, controlling for

the recognition of single objects. A regression approach was

also successful in revealing a correlation between judgments of

average size and of variability in size for arrays of circle (Cha

et al., 2021), even when controlling for performance judging the

size of single circles. These studies are consistent with at least

one domain-general ability for EP judgments, relevant to most

visual features and statistical summaries.

This progress suggests the feasibility of larger multivariate

studies of EP abilities. In the only study so far to use CFA with

EP tasks, we created a latent variable based on 6 indicators using

average identity judgments for novel and familiar objects, and

related it to o for novel and familiar objects (Sunday et al.,

2021). Each of 6 different EP tests loaded strongly on a latent

variable for EP, and that EP factor shared about 42% of the

variance with o (Figure 2). By extension, nearly 60% of the

shared variance between EP tests did not relate to o, suggesting

possible EP-specific mechanisms (Chong et al., 2008). But while

the construct coverage was strong for categories, it may have

been biased because all EP measures used the same task (6-

alternative forced choice for average identity of 4 objects).

The study of EP is vibrant, with tasks that vary on

many dimensions but are postulated to have something in

common (Whitney and Yamanashi Leib, 2018). There is

growing support for domain-general EP abilities that are

separate from domain-general object recognition, and for a

distinction between EP judgments for high- and low-level

dimensions. We should be careful with theoretical implications

of bivariate analyses, and seek construct validation in

multivariate studies.

HP: When construct validity is not
achieved

Holistic processing (HP) refers to a variety of effects whereby

a whole object is processed better than parts of the object

(Richler et al., 2012). HP is a theoretical hub in face recognition

research. Across tasks targeting HP, faces consistently show large

effects (Maurer et al., 2002; Richler and Gauthier, 2014) while

non-face objects in novices do not (Wong et al., 2009; Chua

and Gauthier, 2020a). There are exceptions whereby gestalt

principles with shapes can produce HP (Zhao et al., 2016), but
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FIGURE 2

Hierarchical model for O and EP abilities, and experimental procedure for the EP indicator. In the model shown in the left, circles with “OF ,” “ON,”

and “EP” represent latent variables for OR ability for novel object, OR ability for familiar object, and EP ability, respectively. Circles with novel

object images or familiar object icons represent OR ability for specific categories, and empty circles represent measurement errors. Squares

represent indicators (behavioral tests). The model suggests that OR abilities are basically the same for novel and familiar objects and that EP

ability has a unique variance that cannot be explained with OR abilities. In the top right is an example of a single trial of the EP task. Participants

saw 4 images and chose one of the 6 images that was closest to the mean of the 4 images. See Figure 1 for examples of trials for the other

indicators.

their relation to face HP is debated (Curby and Moerel, 2019;

Curby et al., 2019). Judgments with non-face objects can result in

HP as a function of experience, whether experience is measured

(Gauthier et al., 2003; Bukach et al., 2010) or manipulated

(Gauthier and Tarr, 1997; Chua and Gauthier, 2020b). But

whether there is a domain-general influence on HP is a

complicated question.

It has been difficult to establish a coherent latent HP

construct to test this prediction. The typical finding is of small

to non-existent correlations between HP tasks (Rezlescu et al.,

2017; Gauthier, 2020; Boutet et al., 2021). The construct validity

of any measure of HP is difficult to establish without these

relationships. Even different versions of the same task can fail to

correlate (Wang et al., 2016; Ventura et al., 2022). It is not always

clear whether the reasons are substantive (Redick and Lindsey,

2013) and pointing to problems with the construct legitimacy

(Stone, 2019) of HP, or aremethodological (Draheim et al., 2019)

and can eventually be resolved (Feest, 2020).

Unique challenges arise in the differential study of HP. One

is the multiplicity of incommensurate meanings of HP (Richler

et al., 2012). Another lies in measures that have insufficient

reliability, in terms of consistently ranking individuals. Most

measures of HP were not designed for individual differences

and result in very low reliability (Ross et al., 2015), limited by

the use of difference scores or response times (Peter et al., 1993;

Draheim et al., 2019), both known to limit reliability.

A third challenge is that even reliable measures may still

lack validity. For instance, the partial design of the composite

task, a popular measure of HP, confounds HP effects and a

response bias (Richler et al., 2009), rendering it susceptible to

manipulations that should not affect HP. Some authors consider

inversion effects (the difference between performance on upright

vs. inverted images) to be a measure of HP, but other work

reveals inverted faces can be processed holistically (Sekuler et al.,

2004; Richler et al., 2011). When claims depend on single tasks

because they fail to converge on latent variables, the choice
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of measure becomes their Achillle’s heel. Progress may require

even more work focused on measurement, either by shifting

away from tasks designs for experimental purposes (Draheim

et al., 2021) or by using sample sizes large enough for models

to converge despite weak indicators (Unsworth et al., 2020).

But what if all measurement problems were solved and

we found that latent variables for face HP and non-face

object HP still do not correlate? A lack of a correlation

between two latent variables suggest distinct abilities, but not

necessarily different mechanisms. By one account, the domain-

specificity of HP effect likely stems from the domain-specificity

of experience (Gauthier and Tarr, 1997). This is not a new

idea in psychology. For example, instance theory postulates

that with practice and experience, performance shifts from

being limited by properties of a general algorithm to being

limited by the accumulation of knowledge (Logan, 1988). This

can produce apparent qualitative changes with practice, even

though the underlying mechanisms have not changed. There

are clear demonstrations that HP for a category grows with

experience (Wong et al., 2009; Chua et al., 2014, 2015). In

one study, we parametrically manipulated experience to make

predictions about the resulting pattern of correlations in HP

for different object categories (Chua and Gauthier, 2020b),

showing how differential and experimental methods can be

integrated in theory building. It appears that recognition ability

for objects is caused both by a domain-general trait like o

and by experience, but that what drives holistic processing

is entirely determined by experience [at least for non-face

objects—explaining variability in face HP is more complicated

(Gauthier, 2020)].

Concluding remarks

In martial arts, we say that the black belt is where the

journey begins. With much yet to accomplish, the study of

o may have just reached this stage. Latent factors can be

instantiated and show strong convergent and divergent validity.

It accounts for learning aptitude in real-world domains. The

differential study of EP is moving rapidly toward this stage.

Reliable measures for a variety of tasks are easily developed, as

they do not require difference scores or the use of response times.

However, the structure of abilities that support EP, and their

relation to o, remains unclear because the empirical evidence

is so far limited to pairwise correlations. As it stands, the

study of individual differences in HP is still at white belt

level. Individual differences in HP may not reflect coherent

abilities, but interactions between domain-general mechanisms

like attention (Chua et al., 2015) and experience, which can be a

powerful category-specific influence.
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